
Announcements
Do not overweight the Maxload(For the Mas.Load pleese refer
to the product epecificetion.)

Please ensure thet the security system is in the locked stetus
when using

+ This product is not applied in the situstion as below ,the tempersture
— of 40 centidegree below zero.or higher thsn 100 centidegree sbove

zero,And when this product is used in the grounds of dsmp,dene or
dusty,please dry and cleanit afteruse .Moreover,it is not
recommended to apply this product in the seaweter

Flesse keep away from high-temperature environment and do
not put it onder the shining sun too long.For instence do not put
it in the carrisges or hehind the glsss windows too long.* Please do not save the equipment alone in the public places,
which will probably bring soms inconvunience to the othurs.

To protect the equipment(liku csmerss),plesse remove them
/T\ from the tripod when transportation‘ Pleass use the soft towul with modrate dstsrgentn to clean the

ocking systum and the gliding pafts when necussary

For common situations,this product does not need lubricant regulsrly.
if necessary,plsase apply with the regulur-lubricants or wax oil‘ For safety notes .please kssp this product away from all
electricpowsr sources.
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Zhongshan Laitu Photographic Equipment Co., Ltd
NO.6 Weiye Road, Pingdong Industrial Zone,
Sanxiong Town , Zhongshan City, Guangdong, China

Ranger-Series Tripod
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Fig.1 - What is tripod

Fig.2- Adjustable leg tighteness
Fig.b Turn the screw head with inciuded allen wrench to
adjut the tighteness of the leg.

Fig.3- Puli out or withdraw the tube
As shwon in the figure, grab all twist Iocks with one hand
and rotate 1/4-1/2 turn clockwise. PulI leg to your desired
length and grab twist locks to tighten.To collapse, loosen
twist locks and collapse leg. Grab all Twist Locks with one
hand and rotate 1/4-1/2 turn and tighten.

Fig.4- Disassembling the leg portions and rubber feet
Fig. a Turn the twist lock and rubber foot clockwise to detach
the twist lock and rubber foot. Fig. b Plug the included allen
wrench into the hole in one-piece sleeves and press the bump
on the shim. Repeat this in the other hole and pulI out
the sleeves.

Fig.5- Setting leg angles

Fig. a Turn the twist lock and rubber foot clockwise to detach
the twist lock and rubber foot. Fig. b Plug the inciuded allen
wrench into the hole in one-piece shin and press the bump
on the shin. Repeat this in the other hole and pulI out the shin.
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1/4” Mount Thread
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Design and specifications are subjuect to change without notice
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